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Harry’s 
Homilies©

Harry L.S. Knopf, MD 

ON LOVE

Love is not just for lovers.

if i knew how to define love, i could

probably make a lot of money on the lec-

ture circuit. Love is so many things, that it

is difficult to list them all. Yes it is defi-

nitely “passionate,” and that love is for

lovers. but it is also “compassionate:” self-

less, altruistic. When you love someone,

you are more concerned about him or her

than you are about yourself. Sometimes that

kind of love may be for a pet instead of a

person. but i do not think that “love”

should be applied to material things; they

cannot love you back. and that is what love

is really all about: giving and getting, be-

cause you care!

�  �  �

Dr. Knopf is editor of Harry’s 

Homilies.© He is an ophthalmologist 

retired from private practice and a 

part-time clinical professor at Washington

University School of Medicine.

SCAM-Q*
* How insurance companies, hospitals, government, etc.

Slice Costs And Maintain Quality

Death Panels/The Unwritten Letter to the Editor
By Richard J. Gimpelson, MD

there is some controversy regarding the term “death panels” as re-
gards to the health-care legislation known as obamacare.

a good friend and fellow medical school classmate confronted me
the other day and politely raised his unhappiness with my referral to
pre-death counseling in the new health-care legislation. i am not sure if
i ever used the term “death panels,” but i guess pre-death counseling
is close enough. this friend is an internist with advanced specialty train-
ing, so obviously he is much smarter than i, a gynecologist. in order to
respond to my colleague in a polite and friendly manner, i have put his
concerns in the form of a letter to the editor:

Dear Dr. Gimpelson:

You are an ignorant troublemaker of the highest degree. Your reference to “death panels”
is totally out of line and nothing more than an attempt to use evil scare tactics on our senior
citizens. You should be caned and forced to publicly apologize to every person who reads St.

Louis Metropolitan Medicine and to every person who has a physician who will be asked to
give end-of-life counseling to individuals over 65 years old at least every five years. 

My Response:

dear colleague, thank you for the very kind words and reminder that end-of-life counseling
is not a death panel, but an important part of the delivery of medical care. However, i am puz-
zled by many aspects of the health-care legislation that may bring people to the afterlife more
promptly than one would hope if the government was not involved in the control of medical
care as will be found in the patient protection and affordable care act. a number of examples
were described in SLMM March/april 2010. i will only restate the key ones:
- rewarding quality through market-based initiatives. the Secretary of HHS will establish

what is quality, not physicians or hospitals.
- adult health quality measures for Medicaid. the Secretary of HHS will identify and pub-

lish a recommended core set of adult health quality measures.
- Linking payment to quality outcomes for hospitals and physicians. the Secretary of HHS

will decide who gets paid and how much. note there is no administrative or judicial review
of the decision by the Secretary of HHS. 

- the Secretary of HHS will establish quality measures for all medical care.
- cMS will test innovative payment and service-delivery models to reduce program expen-

ditures.
- an independent Medicare advisory board will be established to reduce the per capita rate

of growth in Medicare spending. there is no other explanation of this other than 
r-a-t-i-o-n-i-n-G.

- a board to compare health outcomes and the clinical effectiveness, risks and benefits of
medical devices and services. Minimal physician input on this board leaves decisions in the
hand of bureaucrats.
What is not in this legislation is how 30 million additional patients will be cared for by a de-

creasing number of physicians who are being held hostage by a payment system that does not
keep up with costs.

You are right my good friend and colleague. Who needs physician death panels when the
government will do an excellent job keeping people from getting needed medical care? thank
you for requiring me to make the health-care legislation crystal clear, although i believe 70 per-
cent of the american public understands this legislation already.*

* refer to election results november 3, 2010.
�  �  �

Dr. Gimpelson, a past SLMMS president, is a gynecologist in private practice.
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Health-Care Reform: The Next Steps
AMA president-elect reviews problems remaining in new law along with AMA
legislative goals; prominent attorney advises physicians to prepare for increased
regulation and enforcement

Acapacity crowd of 140 SLMMS members and guests heard

in-depth insight into the challenges physicians face with

new health-care reform law during presentations at the an-

nual Hippocrates Lecture and SLMMS fall cMe event on nov. 22. 

Speakers were peter W. carmel, Md, president-elect of the

american Medical association, and alan S. Goldberg, Jd, LL.M.,

a prominent Washington, d.c., area health-care attorney.

AMA Assessment of Reform Law
While the health-care reform bill signed into law in March will

extend health insurance to 31.5 million americans, a number of

provisions in the law present problems for physicians, dr. carmel

said. these include:

● an independent Medicare payment advisory board would over-

see health-system costs and recommend ways to achieve

Medicare cost goals. While the aMa opposes the creation of this

board, it is seeking greater physician participation, congressional

oversight and transparency, dr. carmel said.

● Making physician payment based on quality and efficiency is not

suitable because a proven methodology has not been developed.

● the legislation does not provide for effective liability reform.

● a ban on new physician-owned hospitals is anti-competitive.

● there is no replacement for the 20/220 mechanism for medical

student debt.

● the Medicare Sustainable Growth rate issue is not addressed.

Since december 2009, five “patches” have been made to the

SGr, delaying physician payment by a total of 41 days. He called

out congress for being “reckless and irresponsible” on this issue.

“under the present system, if no action is taken, physicians will

face payment cuts of 25 percent on January 1,” dr. carmel said.

“if these cuts take effect, doctors will resign from Medicare in

droves.”

Failure by congress to act on the SGr would reduce payments

in new Jersey alone by $1.4 billion, costing every physician an

average of $29,000.

He noted that already, the average margin on Medicare patients is

6 to 8 percent. “the majority of physicians stay in Medicare be-

cause they don’t want to walk away from their existing patients.”

● another significant problem is the failure by congress to remove

a cap on federal funding of residency training programs. 

“this year, 1,800 medical school graduates will not treat patients

because there are not positions for them in residency training pro-

grams. these students do not have jobs, and are in debt an aver-

age of $150,000.”

in other advocacy activities, the aMa is active on new payment

models, he said. on nov. 19 the aMa delivered to the White House

a set of principles on accountable care organizations, stating that

they should be physician-led, protect patients’ health-care interests

and permit voluntary patient and physician participation.

the aMa contin-

ues to represent and

protect physician in-

terests with the cMS,

the White House and

congress, dr. carmel

said. 

He advises physi-

cians to stay informed

on the ongoing reform

process. the aMa

website has a section

devoted to reform,

www.ama-assn.org/go/reform.

He encouraged physicians to join the aMa. “it’s difficult for us

to go to congress and say we have only 22 percent of physicians.

the fight goes on. We can help each other.”

a pediatric neurosurgeon, dr. carmel was elected aMa presi-

dent-elect in June after serving for eight years on the aMa board

of trustees. He is professor and chairman of the department of neu-

rological Surgery at the new Jersey Medical School in newark.

Arthur Gale, MD, Hippocrates Society president; Peter
Carmel, MD, AMA president-elect; Alan Goldberg, JD,
LLM; Elie Azrak, MD, SLMMS past president and CME
event chair; and Sam Hawatmeh, MD, SLMMS president.

Arthur Gale, MD; Martin Bergmann, MD;
David Lieberman, MD

Peter Carmel, MD
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Q. We have been having issues with employees
not clocking-in. Writing them up has not helped.
Can we dock their pay or refuse to pay them for
a day when they don’t clock-in?
a. the problem must be handled through your disciplinary
system. if an employee who has been written up for failing to
clock-in does it again, you need to take the discipline to the next
level in your disciplinary process – right on through suspension
and termination, if necessary. You cannot fix this problem by
affecting the employee’s pay. the Fair Labor Standards act
(FLSa) requires that employees be paid for all hours worked,
whether they clocked in or not. You cannot refuse to pay an

employee for failing to clock in nor can you deduct pay as a
penalty for failing to clock in. 

Q. Is it legal for an employer to ask an employee
who misses work due to a religious accommo-
dation to make up the time? 
a. if an employer allows employees to take paid time off for
personal reasons and does not require them to make up the time, it
should not require time to be made up only for absences related to
religious beliefs. additionally, equal employment opportunity
commission (eeoc) guidance states that employers are required
to reasonably accommodate religious practices unless
accommodation would cause an “undue hardship” on the conduct
of business; e.g., where the accommodation would require more
than ordinary administrative costs. 

AAIM Employers’ Association has nearly 1,600 member

organizations in the St. Louis and central Illinois area.

AAIMEA provides tools for its members to foster

organizational growth and develop the potential of individual

employees. For more information about AAIMEA, please call

(314) 968-3600 or visit www.aaimstl.org. 
�  �  �

Heard It on the HR Hotline
By Susan Martin, PHR, Member Answer Center Coordinator, 

AAIM Employers’ Association

Cissy and Edward Baietto, MD; Lent Johnson, MD

Legal and Enforcement Issues in the 
Reform Law

Mr. Goldberg warns that

the new law takes physi-

cians into a much more

complex legal and regula-

tory environment. For

starters, the new law is actu-

ally two laws that have

some contradictory provi-

sions. “it is a very difficult

law to read,” he said.

as the government seeks

to gain cost savings out of

the system, the law has 32

sections on enforcement including tougher rules on how physicians

can be charged with and found guilty of fraud or kickbacks.

“in the anti-kickback provision, it previously was sufficient defense

that the physician had no specific intent to violate the law. now, that

is not the case,” he said. in addition, false claims fraud now includes

anti-kickback violations.

Medicare or Medicaid payments may be suspended pending inves-

tigation of credible allegations of alleged fraud, he added.

another concern for physicians he noted is that the new health-care

law along with the existing Hipaa will create massive electronic data-

bases of patient and claims information. “people will engage in data

mining. they will check for any numbers that are out of the norm and

come after you.”

if you become the subject of an investigation, your practice could

be put on a “litigation hold,” where all e-mail, phone messages and

documentation history must be maintained, he said. deleting anything

could be considered destruction of evidence.

Mr. Goldberg added, “Health-care fraud and abuse law is a mean,

uncomfortable and vicious area of the law. the plaintiffs see physi-

cians as full of money, and the government sees you as a juicy target.”

Much of the new law is still unfolding as the regulations are writ-

ten, he said. in addition, there are likely to be legislative efforts to

undo provisions of the law and there are many

state attorneys general challenges. “You can

expect this period of flux to last a decade or

more.”

For a copy of a paper on health-care re-

form legal issues by Alan Goldberg, and for

a copy of Dr. Peter Carmel’s slides from his

presentation, please contact Liz Webb at

(314) 989-1014 or lizw@slmms.org.

Alan Goldberg, JD, LLM
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Midwest Health Initiative:  Stakeholders Continue 
to Work to Improve Health Care Outcomes
Reports to be produced on regional trends in disease prevalence, 

treatment patterns and resource utilization
By Katherine A. Burns, MD

The Midwest Health initiative, the St.

Louis region’s regional quality im-

provement collaborative, is looking

for continued physician input on how to im-

prove its data and its reporting process. 

MHi is a non-profit, multi-stakeholder

group of physicians, hospitals, employers,

unions, insurers

and other commu-

nity leaders who collaborate to improve

health and health care in our region.

they joined together to provide physi-

cians and their patients the information

necessary to understand and improve

health-care quality and affordability.  

MHi houses a multi-year data asset of

de-identified claims information on

more than 2 million lives across the St.

Louis Metropolitan Statistical area and

the 16 counties west. the data comes

from medical, pharmacy and eligibility

claims from the region’s insurers, em-

ployers, unions and Mo Healthnet,

Missouri’s Medicaid program.  this

data asset serves as the foundation for

MHi’s reporting to physicians as well

as other initiatives. For example, early

next year MHi will publish a series of

community reports on disease preva-

lence and other public health statistics.    

the MHi board of directors serves as

a forum for the many stakeholders in

health care to examine challenges, share

perspectives and partner on improve-

ments. physicians serve on the MHi board and on the MHi physi-

cian Leadership council, which provides the board clinical

guidance.

one of MHi’s first efforts was its initial round of clinical Qual-

ity reviews.  this began with a series of briefings for physicians in

november 2009.  using the input received and the ongoing guid-

ance of the physician Leadership council, MHi sent more than

1,200 physicians private clinical Quality reviews last summer. the

reports utilized MHi’s de-identified claims data asset to inform

physicians how often their patients received recommended care.

another 2,000 physicians received aggregated reports showing how

often patients across the region received recommended care.

MHi plans to provide physicians another round of private reports

this spring. First, though, MHi is acting on feedback it has received

from physicians. MHi is also looking to physicians for additional

suggestions. acting on physicians’ input is important to its physi-

cian Leadership council, which provides clinical guidance to the

MHi board. 

“the feedback from physicians

on the first report was very impor-

tant and taken seriously to ensure

that data is accurate and attributed

to the correct physician,” said J.

collins corder, Md, a primary care

physician and MHi board member.

He is also an SLMMS council

member and the SLMMS repre-

sentative to the MHi board. “the

data a physician receives must be

accurate, up-to-date and able to be

used in a positive manner to im-

prove care to patients.”   

in its first round of clinical

Quality reviews, MHi wanted to

focus on helping primary care

physicians better understand the

care their patients received. How-

ever, one of MHi’s biggest chal-

lenges was identifying whether

physicians were practicing as pri-

mary care doctors, subspecialists or

both. Without a direct knowledge

of physicians’ practices, it’s diffi-

cult to know if a physician trained

in cardiology and internal medicine treats only patients’ heart and

vascular conditions or provides primary care as well. 

to provide information to as many primary care physicians as

possible, MHi defined primary care broadly. then, it attributed care

to the primary care physician who saw the patient most frequently

for evaluation and Management (e&M) services during the meas-

urement period. this attribution methodology led some care to be

attributed to a subspecialist that would have been better attributed

to a primary care physician. 

to fix this issue going forward, MHi is reaching out to

Midwest Health Initiative – 
By the Numbers 

Lives in the MHi data asset – More 
than 2 million

Stakeholder groups represented on the MHi
board - 6

physicians on the MHi board - 5

physicians on the physician Leadership
council - 16

physicians who received individualized and
aggregated clinical Quality reviews  - More
than 3,200

counties covered in the MHi data asset – 30
across the St. Louis Metropolitan Statisti-
cal Area and the 16 counties west

Reports Upcoming
-  primary care and prevention
-  chronic conditions
-  Maternal child and Family Health
-  patient Safety and Missed opportunities

continued on next page
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Quality Review Programs Still Have a Long Way to Go
By Sam Hawatmeh, MD, President, SLMMS

in recent years physicians have increasingly been con-

fronted with a myriad of performance rating programs

and quality measure reviews. in the St. Louis area, a pro-

gram has been under development for several years by

the Midwest Health initiative (and the St. Louis area

business Health coalition), and SLMMS has consistently

monitored this development and offered criticism and

suggestions when and where appropriate. (See accompa-

nying article by dr. Katherine burns.) it is the belief of

SLMMS that such programs will continue to emerge in the future,

and that societies like ours can provide input that will decrease the

likelihood of harm to physicians and their practices.

Since the beginning, there have been a number of issues sur-

rounding these programs. However, primary among these concerns

are two issues which are still relevant today.

1. it is essential that any performance review program accurately

define physician practices. Without clear understanding and def-

initions of the various practice modalities, any program will be

inaccurate and simply not be credible. We are still seeing many

instances that lead us to believe there is still considerable work

to be done in this area.

2. it is equally critical that for any program to have credibility, the

performance ratings must be accurate and the research method-

ology used to extract the data upon which these measures are

based must be flawless. again, physicians in general and

our members in particular are reporting various in-

stances where the data is flawed. For example, the use of

claims-made information from insurance companies is

often misleading and inaccurate. they frequently do not

reflect patient compliance issues; e.g., patients being

non-compliant by refusing to undergo a test or exam

even though recommended, patients receiving sample

rxs, or purchasing $4 generics out-of-pocket for which

there is no insurance record.

there have also been many instances where physicians have

been “evaluated” on quality measures not relevant to his or her

specialty field.

We are aware that the Midwest Health initiative is working to

correct all these issues, and to their credit all reporting is still being

contained to the physicians themselves rather than public report-

ing. However, we believe they have a long way to go, and extreme

caution should be used in deciding when such programs should be

released for public consumption. until any quality review program

can demonstrate nearly perfect accuracy and be confident that its

data sources accurately reflect true practice measures, and until

each physician practice is fully defined, the program should not

be released and publicized as being a credible program.

Midwest Health Initiative:  Stakeholders Continue to Work to Improve
Health Care Outcomes (continued)

physicians’ office staff to better understand how physicians define

their practices. While the process may take more time, MHi feels this

is an important step to provide physicians with the best data possible.

“data integrity in quality reporting is vital,” said thomas Hastings,

Md, a primary care physician and an MHi board member. “While

realizing perfection isn’t realistic, we want to get it as right as

possible.”

MHi also understands that some patients do not follow physicians’

recommendations to have a preventive screening, take prescribed

medications, lose weight or stop smoking. the MHi board

understands the problems with patient adherence and would be

interested in hearing physicians thoughts on how to help patients be

more engaged in their health. initiatives in other communities have

included communications campaigns and changes to employee benefit

design.

in a few months, MHi will publish a series of public health reports

with aggregated data showing regional trends in disease prevalence,

treatment patterns and resource utilization. a team of the region’s pub-

lic health leaders has helped guide this process. the reports will be

broken out into four focus areas – primary care and prevention;

chronic conditions; Maternal child and Family Health; and patient

Safety and Missed opportunities, which will examine readmissions

and other instances where the system could have potentially worked

better for patients and health-care providers.

Katherine Burns, MD, is a board-certified orthopedic surgeon

with Premier Care Orthopedics and a board member of the Mid-

west Health Initiative. She also is a member of the SLMMS Coun-

cil. The views expressed in this article do not necessarily

represent the position of SLMMS or the SLMMS Council. 

To provide feedback to MHI or apply to join the MHI Physician
Leadership Council, please call 314-721-8715 or email
MHI@stlbhc.org.

For more information:

www.midwesthealthinitiative.org



Giving Back: Physicians Serve at Com  

For SLMMS members

William Fogarty, Md, and

Martin bergmann, Md, serv-

ing as volunteer physicians at

community-service clinics is a

way to remain active in retirement

and continue to carry out their

lives’ work of caring for patients.

dr. Fogarty practices one after-

noon a week at casa de Salud, a

new clinic for the Hispanic com-

munity. dr. bergmann treats pa-

tients one afternoon a week at

Volunteers in Medicine, a clinic for

low-income individuals located in St. charles.

“i enjoy seeing patients. i did it for 30 years,” said dr. Fogarty,

an internal medicine practitioner. “i have a strong interest in dia-

betes and see many diabetic patients here. this is a way i can keep

my hand in medicine and stay involved,” he said.

dr. bergmann, a thoracic surgeon, echoed those comments. “i

volunteer because i really enjoy practicing medicine. this is a way

to remain active, although it is a little far afield from thoracic sur-

gery. i feel i can make a contribution.”

both casa de Salud and Volunteers in Medicine are seeking ad-

ditional volunteer physicians and nurses.

Casa de Salud
casa de Salud (Spanish for

House of Health) opened its

doors in January 2010 under

the leadership of Saint Louis

university and other commu-

nity stakeholders. the clinic

fills a major gap caused by

the closing of La clinica, a

South Side health clinic serv-

ing Hispanic immigrants –

most of whom speak little or

no english and have diffi-

culty accessing affordable

health care. casa de Salud is an independent nonprofit agency.

a 6,000-square-foot SLu-owned building at chouteau and comp-

ton avenues was chosen as the location of casa de Salud. the uni-

versity financed the buildout of the facility and is leasing it to casa

de Salud for $1 per year. Major

financial supporters include bob

Fox, chief executive of new

Space, inc., and casa board

chair; Maxine clark, chief exec-

utive of build-a-bear Workshop;

the Missouri Foundation for

Health; barnes-Jewish Hospital

Foundation; commerce bank;

express Scripts; and others.

Washington university School

of Medicine also provides re-

sources.

dr. Fogarty previously was in-

volved with La clinica since he retired from full-time practice in

2001. He was on the advisory committee developing casa and helped

design the new clinic space. 

all casa de Salud services are provided by Spanish-speaking staff

or with Spanish-language interpreters. Many of the interpreters are

SLu or Wu students. interpreters are specially trained in medical in-

terpreting which focuses on accurate reporting between patient and

physician.

casa de Salud is staffed by about 20 physicians, all volunteers,

some retired and some active. 

the clinic currently serves about 70-80 patients a week and ex-

pects to reach 100 per week by year-end. the focus is on episodic

acute care with the help of volunteer primary care physicians, as well

as gynecologists, dermatologists and a neurologist. a flat fee is

charges for services although no patient is turned away because of in-

ability to pay. While basic laboratory work is provided, patients with

a need for more extensive laboratory tests or specialist services are re-

ferred to outside providers in the community.

“our goal here is to transition people to the mainstream medical

system or the federally qualified health centers – not to serve them for

the long term,” dr. Fogarty said. “We help people overcome their

mistrust of the system. the Latino community trusted La clinica and

they trust casa de Salud.”

He said diabetes is a big problem among his patients. He also notes,

“Many are younger than you would expect to see in an ordinary prac-

tice. they work as gardeners, restaurant employees, factory work-

ers, and they have muscle pain, back aches and foot problems.”

dr. Fogarty first became involved with La clinica when he read an

article about the clinic. “i called them up and they asked me what

day i wanted to work. i said thursday. they told me to come on tues-

day and i did.”

Services help poor, immigrant populations; 

keep physicians involved
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     ommunity-Service Clinics

Volunteers in
Medicine

Volunteers in Medi-

cine has operated its

clinic in the basement

of the Salvation army

building at 2140 n.

Fourth St. in St.

charles since 1996. it

is affiliated with 80

other Volunteers in

Medicine clinics

across the country but

is an independent non-

profit agency.

all Volunteers in

Medicine services are

provided free of charge. the clinic serves adult residents of St.

charles and Lincoln counties who have no medical insurance and

whose family incomes are less than twice the federal poverty level.

dr. bergmann has served with Volunteers in Medicine since

2003. He found out about ViM from a letter sent to retired physi-

cians by a nurse from the clinic. He recently completed a five-year

stint as medical director. 

about 15 physicians serve with Volunteers in Medicine, most

of whom are retired. they are supported by 23 registered nurses,

a pharmacologist, a dietician, two social work counselors and 16

clerical staff. besides primary care, specialty consultations are pro-

vided in orthopedic care, neurology and other areas. in addition,

arrangements are in place with nearby SSM and bJc hospitals, as

well as surgical groups and other specialists in the community, to

treat ViM patients without charge.

Volunteers in Medicine provided 5,410 office visits to 2,144 in-

dividual patients in 2009. this represents some $1.9 million in free

care. the agency’s budget is just over $100,000, most of which

goes toward medications.

typical disorders among ViM patients in-

clude hypertension, obesity, diabetes, de-

pression, respiratory ailments,

smoking-related diseases, back pain and eye

problems.

Rewards of Service
one of the joys of volunteer service is the

appreciation shown by patients. dr. Fogarty

said, “the patients are a delight. they are

grateful for what you can do for them.”

dr. bergmann said, “one of the benefits of

practicing in a volunteer clinic is we don’t have

to rush our patients. 

“there is no insurance company telling us how much time we can

spend with a patient. We can spend time talking with people. they ap-

preciate us.”

dr. Fogarty concluded, “i feel very strongly that if you can, you

should give something to the community. physicians – particularly

those who are retired – should look into it. it keeps you in touch with

what is going on in the real world.”

     

  Volunteers Needed; 
For More Information

Both Volunteers in Medicine and Casa de Salud need ad-
ditional volunteer physicians. Scheduling is flexible ac-
cording to availability. Both retired and practicing
physicians are invited. Liability for volunteer physicians
is covered through the State of Missouri up to $500,000.

Cash donations also are needed to support the programs.

Casa de Salud
www.casadesaludstl.org    •    (314) 762-1251

Contact: William Fogarty, MD, (314) 961-2062

Mission: to deliver high-quality basic health and wellness
services for uninsured and underinsured patients, focus-
ing on new immigrants and refugees who encounter bar-
riers to accessing other sources of care.

Volunteers in Medicine
www.vimstc.org    •    (636) 724-4848

Contact: Martin Bergmann, MD, (314) 995-9058

Mission: To serve the health-care needs of St. Charles and
Lincoln County adult residents who are not covered by
Medicare, Medicaid or private health insurance and
whose household income is less than twice the federal
poverty level.

Dr. Martin Bergmann with 
Anita Hockett, RN, clinical director 

of Volunteers in Medicine
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Chasing Your Tail
How do physicians who retire or transition their practices retain insurance coverage for prior events?
By Robert A. Brennan, Jr., MD

Changes in the health-care system

and possible changes many

physicians face in their practices

make the issue of “tail coverage” one of

increasing concern.

tail coverage is insurance coverage

for any malpractice suits that occur after

a physician retires or changes his prac-

tice situation. currently most physicians

have “claims-made” coverage, which

covers any suits that occur when the coverage is in effect. 

However, what happens when one’s coverage is no longer in ef-

fect? this happens when a physician retires or takes a position

working in a clinic or hospital. the physician needs tail coverage

for these situations. tail coverage turns the claims-made policy to

an occurrence policy. the tail coverage policy covers any suit that

may occur from prior acts.

currently, a physician usually receives free tail coverage if he or

she has been with an individual insurance company for five years

and is over the age of 55. However, one must totally retire from

practice to receive this coverage. the physician may volunteer his

services, but he may not receive payment for his services. if the

physician continues to work in any capacity, he must pay for tail

coverage. (each policy and each company is different. every physi-

cian should check with his individual carrier for specific details.) 

the premium for tail coverage is usually two and one-half times

the current premium. in some of the high-risk specialties this is a

considerable amount of money. one strategy for handling this prob-

lem is for the physician to reduce his level of practice. and thus, he

would pay a lower tail premium. When he finally transitions, his

coverage will cost two and one-half times the lower premium.

physicians who are considering another type of employment should

consult with their prospective employers about possible payment of

their tail coverage.

the cost of the premium for this tail coverage is usually paid in

one lump sum. the tail coverage only covers the limits of the pol-

icy. if a claim is ever made and the limits of the coverage amount

are awarded to the plaintiff, the coverage is gone (much like a debit

card). the tail coverage will not exceed the limits of the policy.

Multiple claims do not each carry the limits of the policy. 

My purpose is both informational and educational. the above

situation makes it more advantageous for an older physician to re-

tire completely rather than to practice in some function. With the

coming physician shortage this is a loss to society. What can we do

to change this situation? is new legislation necessary?

Dr. Brennan is a long-time SLMMS member and is secretary of

the SLMMS Council. He is a board-certified obstetrician-

gynecologist in private practice in south St. Louis County. 

If the physician continues to 
work in any capacity, he must pay

for tail coverage.

This situation makes it more 
advantageous for an older physician
to retire completely rather than to

practice in some function. ”

“

Premier Medical 
Office Space 

Available

Established specialty practice has
capacity to sublet/time-share of-
fice space within its existing
practice. All specialties welcome
to inquire. Arrangements are
flexible with half or full days
available. Conveniently located
on Highway 40 with easy access
to several hospitals within min-
utes. Amenities include kitchen,
mailroom and experienced sup-
port staff on hand.  Inquiries:
jweith@amdcpa.com.

”“
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